Semantically assessing the reliability of protein interactions.
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) play very important roles in many cellular processes, and provide rich information for discovering biological facts and knowledge. Although various experimental approaches have been developed to generate large amounts of PPI data for different organisms, high-throughput experimental data usually suffers from high error rates, and as a consequence, the biological knowledge discovered from this data is distorted or incorrect. Therefore, it is vital to assess the quality of protein interaction data and extract reliable protein interactions from the high-throughput experimental data. In this paper, we propose a new Semantic Reliability (SR) method to assess the reliability of each protein interaction and identify potential false-positive protein interactions in a dataset. For each pair of target interacting proteins, the SR method takes into account the semantic influence between proteins that interact with the target proteins, and the semantic influence between the target proteins themselves when assessing the interaction reliability. Evaluations on real protein interaction datasets demonstrated that our method outperformed other existing methods in terms of extracting more reliable interactions from original protein interaction datasets.